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Declaration of Assessment Work Preformed on Mining Land to bring claims to 
lease.

Claim blocks 1077047, 1077050, 1077051 (known as The Belmont North Property)
Southern Ontario, County of Peterborough,
Methuen Twp, Cone 9 and 8; lot l and 2:
Total 17 claim units
Assessment value required to bring to lease S 74,800.00
Total assessment work value completed S103,966.00

Note: Approximately S300,000 of additional assessment work was completed on the contiguous 
property for the purpose of advanced exploration, extraction for the purpose of test marketing the 
other products of Belmont Rose granite. This report only concentrates on the test marketing of the 
highway aggregates and high end-end aggregates and their related costs.

1. Overview and Conclusions:

l. l President's comments regarding Industrial Minerals 'barrier of entry':

To enter the test-marketing phase of decorative and exposed stone and specialty sands (high end 
aggregates) this industrial mineral sector, as all industrial minerals, demands the following:

* Potentially very marketable products.
* Assurances of current and future competitive pricing of the products (including the delivery 

costs).
* Availability of access to the products on a 12-month basis.
* Assurances of high quality supply (stockpiles) of each test product.
* Assurances of the capability of quickly increasing production of the products on short 

notice.
* Assurances of high quality controls that meet the industrial minerals standards as set out to 

the targeted market sector.
* Proof of large consistent resources thereby the source is able to product products to meet all 

future market demands.
* The support of major and/or industry recognized and accepted major and/or medium 

distributors, wholesalers and/or manufactures.

The forgoing is known as the 'barrier of entry' for industrial minerals that means the up front 
expenditures prior to commencing the test marketing of any industrial mineral is substantial. 
Belmont Rose through the assessment work described below has met these requirements. 
Therefore Belmont Rose's management was in a position to enter the test-marketing phase. 
The test-marketing phase for a 'new' industrial mineral product(s), on average, takes 5 to 7 years 
before market acceptance.



l .2 Overview of assessment work:

The overall prospecting and assessment work objectives for the Belmont North Property were to:
- Identify the three major jointing patterns and their related spacing (in dimensional stone quarry 
terms: the bed, the second way and the hard way),
- identify the frequency of inclusions of smaller dykes and observe the overall colour and texture, 
for the potential of extracting dimensional stone and/or high-end aggregates and/or highway 
aggregates and super paving aggregates for Belmont Rose Holdings Inc to supply these industrial 
mineral market sectors.

Correlate the jointing patterns in the Belmont North Property to the contiguous Belmont South 
Property in order that:
- test drilling and blasting may be conducted in order to achieve meaningful results,
- test crushing/sorting/washing of the high-end aggregates will have meaningful results in relation 
to market feed back.

1.3 Recommendations:

1.3.1 Prospect and map the relevant claim blocks (Belmont North Property) concentrating on the 
industrial mineral potential with particular attention to the colour, texture, consistency and the 
major jointing patterns. 
The Industrial Minerals to be identified and tested are:

* high-end aggregates,
* highway aggregates and super paving aggregates;
* potential for "Belmont Rose granite" dimensional stone;

and co relate the forgoing findings in the aggregate sectors to similar areas in the Belmont South 
Property for the purpose of test blasting, crushing, to obtain meaningful results and to have product 
to commence test marketing.

1.3.2 The rationale for the project was originally outlined in LeBaron et al (1990); several 
references are made to the Belmont Rose granite quarry, which was visited in 1986. A general 
Comment on page 18 is:

"The Belmont granite in North Western Belmont Township hosts a formerly producing quarry 
which was abandoned due to sheeting problems. However, the massive texture and limited vertical 
jointing suggest that further exploration in the Belmont granite is warranted."

Belmont Rose Granite quarry operations on the Belmont South Property encountered sheeting as it 
progressed northwards. From primary investigation of the prospect area northeastwards for about 
1,200 meters the colour and texture appears somewhat similar though the prospect area shall 
require detail mapping to identify the joint patterns. The forgoing may have the potential for 
highway aggregates and high-end aggregates and super paving should be investigated.



1.3.2.1 Areas of potential highway aggregates and high-end aggregates in the Belmont North 
Property taking into consideration the jointing patterns should be identified and then co-related to 
somewhat similar areas in the Belmont South Property for test drilling and blasting and test 
crushing. The test materials should be test marketed in the highway aggregates sector and the high- 
end aggregates sector. Aggregate highway testing should be done.

1.3.2.2 Area(s) warranting possible block extraction were identified in the Methuen Twp (Belmont 
North Property) that will be stripped of burden and test trenching should be done to verify:

1) The existence of high quality dimensional stone.
2) Testing by the American Society for Testing and Materials (ASTM) testing done.
3) Test dimensional stone will be sent to both monumental and construction manufacturers 

for cutting and polishing to determine the quality texture colour and verify that there are no micro 
fractures.

4) Identified the ideal structures, colour and texture best suited for highway aggregates, 
super paving aggregates and high-end aggregates.

l .4 Overview summary of assessment work:

The overall prospecting and assessment work objectives for the Belmont North Property were to:

1.4.1 identify the three major joint patterns and their related spacing (in dimensional stone quarry 
terminology: the bed, the second way and hard way),

1.4.2 identify the frequency of inclusions of smaller dykes and observe the overall colour and 
texture, for the potential of extracting dimensional stone and/or high-end aggregates and/or 
highway aggregates and/or super paving aggregates for Belmont Rose Holdings Inc industrial 
mineral to be able to supply these market sectors.

l .4.3 correlate the jointing patterns in the Belmont North Property to the contiguous Belmont South 
Property (owned 100/^ by Belmont Rose holdings Inc.) in order that:
- test drilling and blasting may be conducted in order to achieve meaningful results,
- test crushing/sorting/washing of the high-end aggregates will have meaningful results in relation 
to market feed back.

1.5 Conclusions:

The conclusions of assessment work preformed on mining land claim blocks 1077047, 1077050, 
1077051, Lot l and 2 in Cone 9 and 8, Methuen Twp (Belmont North Property) are as follows:

Progressing northeasterly in the Belmont North Property from the Belmont-Methuen boundary 
from the current active Belmont quarry (see figure 2; Base Line: 2+OON) at Cone. 9, lot l. three 
major events occur:



1.5.1
The jointing increases on all three planes (horizontal bed, the second way and the hard way) that
diminish the apparent dimensional stone block material potential.
This joint pattern(s) will directly effect the fragmentation through the primary aggregate blasting
process (see section 23. l. l).
Test blasting was conducted in the Belmont Rose South Property to determine the most efficient
blasting pattern, hole sizing and explosive types in relation to the jointing patterns. This test blast
material was processed to industrial minerals standards for the respective market sectors and then
test marketed.

1.5.2
The overall colour and texture is consistent with the Southern Belmont Rose resource. There is an 
increase in fine-grained grey to pink amphibolide intrusive dykes that are generally trending E-W 
with a southerly dip ranging from mainly vertical to 80 degrees. The pink intrusive dykes are 
similar to the 'Laurentian Pink'. These intrusive dykes are generally narrow (1-3 meters) and are 
widely spaced (10 to 50 meters apart) in the biotite granite and the leucogranite and progressing 
northeastwards these intrusive dykes increase in width while the spacing decreases. These intrusive 
dykes will dramatically reduce the recovery rate and play an important role in future quality 
controls for the dimensional stone blocks and the high-end aggregates. The Authors believe the 
intrusive dykes will meet the highway market standards but it is not known at this juncture what 
impact these dykes will have in meeting super paving requirements. Testing will determine if these 
intrusive dykes meet the highway standards.

Further detailed geology mapping is required to insure the high-end aggregates are not 
contaminated by these dyke colour changes. As the quarry aggregate extraction progresses advance 
testing is required to ensure quality controls.

1.5.3
The "Belmont Rose granite" that is a massive, pink biotite with lesser granetiferous biotite granite
with about 707o quartz or less; the biotite concentration increased going northeastwards and there
was an increase in the quartz. This should no decrease the quality of the highway aggregates and
highway aggregates used for super paving and it should be acceptable for the high-end decorative
and exposed aggregates. The increase biotite and quartz will affect the dimensional stone block
quality.



2. Contiguous claims (assignment of assessment work):

Belmont Rose Holdings Inc. is the sole owner of surface and mineral rights (patent claims) of Lot
30 and 31 Cone 10, Belmont Township, County of Peterborough, Ontario (Southern Mining
Division).
This forgoing area (surface and mineral rights) is contiguous to the Relevant Claims and shall be
addressed as the "Belmont South Property" for the purpose of this report.

Two Industrial mineral extraction licenses (aggregate act) are in place and in good standing: 
License no's: P732809 (2.32 hectares) and 20025 (35.4 hectares).

Address of holder is:
Belmont Rose Holdings Inc.
Suite 116A, 7225 Woodbine Ave.,
Markham, Ontario, L3R l A3
Ph: 905 940 0700; Fax: 905 940 0522
Carole Proud, President

3 Relevant Claims:

Claim Block # 1077047, 1077050, and 1077051 covering Methuen Twp, Cone 9 and 8 lot l and 2 
under Christopher Proud, Department of Mines client number 184519, license no. A51487; these 
three claim blocks were transferred on Aug 3, 1999 to Belmont Rose Holdings Inc - client number 
no. 392397.
These forgoing claim blocks shall be addressed as the "Belmont North Property" for the purpose of 
this report.

Address of holder is:
Belmont Rose Holdings Inc.
Suite 116A, 7225 Woodbine Ave.,
Markham, Ontario, L3R l A3
Ph: 905 940 0700; Fax: 905 940 0522
Carole Proud, President

4 Location and means of access:

4.1 Location:
To the Belmont North Property and the Belmont South Property

Mining division: Southern Ontario

Claim map sheet: NTS map sheet 31C/12

Claim block no. Claim # 1077047, 1077050, and 1077051 (Belmont North Property)



4.2 Access to Claims (Belmont North Property) and contiguous Belmont South Property: 
Nine miles [15 km] northwest of Havelock, 40 miles [63 km] northwest of Belleville in Southern 
Ontario, Canada. Highway # 7 at town of Havelock, go north 4 km on county road 44 and 46, then 
north on county road 44 (South Lake Rd) for 11 km, to the Belmont Rose dimensional stone quarry 
road (east side of road), then to the north along the ridge between the swamp and Cranberry Lake.

4.3 Legal description:
All of prospect property is in Southern Ontario in the County of Peterborough: 
covering Methuen Twp, Cone 9 and 8, lot l and 2 
Claim Map sheet: Methuen Twp Sheet (Plan M. 126) 
Refer to Geology Map no. 1960e, Methuen Township

Belmont South Property (see section 2) 
Claim map sheet: Belmont Twp Sheet (M-53)

NTS map sheet: 31C/12 - Bannockburn

Latitude and longitude: 77 degrees 57 minutes 30 seconds west, 44 degrees 34 minutes 40 north.

Key map and location maps enclosed (fig 1):

The prospect site, being 95 miles [152 km] East of Metropolitan Toronto is situated just 9 miles [15 
km] north of the major Southern Ontario highway #7 corridor and is 40 miles [63 km] north of 
highway #401.

6. Authors of Report:

Michael Smith, B. Se. (honours) in Geology
70-23rd St., Etobicoke, Ont.
Ph: 416 353 5834
M. Smith has over 30 years of exploration geology experience, and has previous experience in
industrial minerals.
M. Smith did the field mapping and edited geology report.

7. Co-author of Report:
Chris Proud, Haileybury School of Mines (1967 to 1969)
C. Proud has over 30 years of geology and mining experience throughout Canada and the past 6
years has hands on experience in geology and extraction of the Belmont Rose granite quarry.
C. Proud was the field supervisor and did field mapping and wrote the report.
C. Proud is Belmont Rose Holdings Inc. prospector.



8. Assessment work done, equipment and dates: 

Introduction:

8. l Prospecting and assessment work completed from April 25/98 to Jan 17, 2000 
Location: Southern Ontario

Properties:
8.1.1 Belmont North Property: Claim # 1077047, 1077050, 1077051 covering Methuen Twp, 9 and
8 lot l and 2 under Christopher Proud client no. 184519, license no. A51487. Transferred to
Belmont Rose Holdings Inc - cln no. 392397
Claim block: 1077047 is long 1,600m x 800m wide (10 claim units ^ 128 hectares)
Claim block: 1077050 is long 1,600m x 400m wide ( 4 claim units - 64 hectares)
Claim block; 1077051 is long 400m x 1,200m wide ( 3 claim units = 48 hectares)
Total claim units and hectares 17 claim units = 240 hectares
And
8.1.2 The contiguous Belmont South Property, Belmont Township, Cone 10, Lot 31

8.2 Description of Work: 

8.2. l Mapping and grid:

82. l l Belmont North Property:
4 days base lines, grid and mapping (5.8 km)
5 days were prospecting the balance of the 323 hectares to acquire a general overview of jointing, 
fractures, grain size rock types and percentage of intrusive dykes, colour and texture.

8.2.1.2 Belmont South Property:
4 days of base lines, grid and mapping (5.25 km) 
(grid and mapping completed on 200-meter intervals)

unit unit sub 
costs total

8.2.1.3
workdays: 8 S 400 33,200
11.05 km of base lines, grid and mapping

workdays 5 S 400 S 2,000 
300 hectares of prospecting

Road travel
2 round trips 720km SOJO/km S 216
(May 25- 30/98 and June 10 - 15/98)
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food and accommodation 10 dys S 100/dy 31,000 
(May 25- 30/98 and June 10 - 15/98)

report S 1,000

8.2.1.4
Contiguous Belmont South Property 
assessment work assigned to Belmont 
North Property:

Mapping of the four test areas l S 400 S 400 
For joint structures 
(Belmont South Property) 
(ASTM tests and aggregates tests enclosed fig 4 and 5)

8.2.1.5
Assessment work done on the Belmont South Property:
equipment rental:
strip area for mapping
and test blasting extraction:

test blast area 1:
May 5, 6, 7, 1998
790 Excavator 27 hrs $ 97/hr S 2,619

May 8/98
Drill and blast 10,245 MT S13,688.67

Co-author field study:
Log drill pattern, loading procedure and results S 400

Test blast area 2:
Aug 13, 14, 15 1998
790 Excavator 30 hrs S 97/hr 32,910

Aug 17, 1998
Drill and blast 4,052 MT 524,371

Co-author field study:
Log drill pattern, loading procedure and results S 400
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Test blast area 3 and 4:
June?, 8, 9, 1999 
992B Cat loader removing oversize
and correcting sub floor prior to blast 24 hrs 5200/hr S 4,800 

790 Excavator 21 hrs S 97/hr S 2,037

June 10, 1999
Drill and blast 3,194 MT 518,424

Co-author field study (3 and 4)
Log drill pattern, loading procedure and results S 800

Sub Total assessment work completed: 578,265.67 S 78,265

8.3
Test crush and washing for marketing:
June 98 to Dec 22/99 5 8,675

8.4
Test Marketing costs and results: S17.055.56

Sub total assessment work completed: 525,730.56 S 25.730 
TOTAL assessment work completed 5103,966

Total assessment work required to bring to lease 17 units @ 54,400/unit is 5 74,800

9. Summary of exploration, development, test blasting, test crushing and 
marketing completed:

9. l Summary of exploration:

9.1.1 The Geology and Rock structures are somewhat similar for the Belmont South Property and 
the Belmont North Property. The colour and texture are somewhat similar and the biotite and quartz 
concentration in the granite increases in the Belmont North Property compared to the Belmont 
South Property. There is an increase in the intrusive dykes in the Belmont North Property. The 
increase in the intrusive dykes, biotite and quartz in the Belmont North Property could affect the 
high-end aggregates quality controls required to meet these industrial minerals' market sectors

9.1.2 It is unknown at this time that the increase in the intrusive dykes, biotite and quartz in the 
granite in the Belmont North Property would affect the quality controls for highway aggregates. 
Future testing is required to establish what areas of the Belmont North Property meets the highway 
standards.
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9.1.3 There is a small percentage of the Belmont North Property underlain with the Oak Lake 
Arkose that is shallow in depth (see figure 2). These areas of Oak Lake Arkose will have to closely 
monitored during the aggregate extraction process. The Oak Lake Arkose may have an industrial 
mineral purpose and should be determined at a later date; currently the Oak Lake Arkose is 
considered as 'a contaminate' that could affect the quality controls of the highway aggregates and 
definitely affect the quality controls of the high-end aggregates.

9.1.4 The rocks in the Belmont North Property is somewhat similar to the Belmont South Property 
and the Authors believe the industrial mineral potential for highway aggregates and high-end 
aggregates is substantial with estimated reserves of 200 million metric tons (see section 18).

9.2 Development, test blasting and test crushing:

9.2.1 Development work was not done on the Belmont North Property as the Belmont South 
Property contained somewhat similar rocks test blasting and test crushing was done in order to have 
representative materials to commence the test-marketing phase.

9.2.2 Test blasting results completed during 1998 and 1999, on the Belmont South Property, will 
be utilized to obtain optimal fragmentation on the Belmont North Property. The jointing patterns 
data from the test blasting results will further reduce the primary blasting costs thereby reducing the 
unit costs.

9.2.3 Test crushing of the test blast results will be utilized to obtain optimal crushing, sorting and 
cleaning when the Belmont North Property is put into production thereby reducing unit costs of the 
industrial mineral materials. The test crushing, screening and washing results will be utilized in 
maintaining quality controls to meet the industrial minerals standards in the related sectors.

9.3 Marketing results:

9.3.1 Introduction:

Having identified the rock types were somewhat similar for both the Belmont North Property and 
the Belmont South Property the test blasting and crushing, sorting and washing was undertaken 
primarily to have representative materials to commence test marketing in the related industrial 
minerals sectors.

9.3.2 The marketing completed:

9.3.2.1 Highway aggregates were test marketed at the Provincial Highway level (see section 21.1) 
in the fall of 1998: 17 km of highway 28 was asphalt layered with Belmont Rose granite. The 
Ministry of Transportation for Ontario (MTO) will be monitoring this asphalt layer over the next 10 
years at two-year intervals. It is the Authors' belief that the Belmont Rose granite will meet the 
MTO testing, as it is superior for road surfacing than the previously used limestone.
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9.3.2.1.1 Belmont's management is currently coordinating to have a Belmont Rose granite 'test 
strip' on a 400 series highway in order to determine if the Belmont Rose granite will meet the 
MTO's standards for the 'Super Paving' aggregates. The lab tests (see figure 5) completed in 1988 
on the Belmont Rose granite (Belmont South Property) indicate Belmont Rose granite is suited for 
super paving; the final MTO test to be completed is the actual 'in place' test strip on a 400 series 
highway (see section 21.1).

9.3.2.2 High-end aggregates: (see section 21.2)

9.3.2.2.1 Test marketing for the decorative (1-inch) [25mm] and exposed stone (3/8-inch) 
[9.53mm] commenced in 1998 and 1999 into Southern Ontario, Western New York, Ohio, 
Michigan, Pennsylvania and other US States with positive responses (see section 21.2.2 and 
21.2.4).

9.3.2.2.2 Test marketing for the specialty commenced in 1998 and 1999 into Southern Ontario, 
Western New York, Ohio, Michigan, Pennsylvania and other US States with positive responses 
(see section 23.3.1).

9.3.2.2.3 Test marketing of the Belmont Rose granites, in the high-end aggregate industrial mineral 
market sectors, may take up to five years to be accepted by these industry sectors (see section 1.1).

10. Qualifications of report writers:
Author of Report:
Michael Smith, B. Se. (honours) in Geology
M. Smith has over 30 years of exploration geology experience. M. Smith also has previous
experience in the industrial minerals sector.

Plied supervisor and co-author of Report:
Chris Proud, Haileybury School of Mines (1967 to 1969)
C. Proud has over 30 years of geology and mining experience throughout Canada and the past 6
years has hands on experience in geology and extraction of the Belmont Rose granite quarry
C. Proud is Belmont Rose Holdings Inc. prospector.
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12. Geology:
Description of regional and local geology:

The project area lies near the southwest corner of the Central Metasedimentary Belt of the 
Grenville Province. This secession is mainly composed of marbles, clastic sediments, and 
metavolcanics.
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12.1 Geology of Belmont and Methuen Townships:

Approximately one-half of Belmont Township is underlain by Palezoic rocks, predominantly 
limestone with minor basal sandstone and conglomerate.
The Precambrian stratified rocks, which belong to the Grenville Supergroup, are mostly volcanic 
flows and fragmented deposits that range in composition from basalt to dacite and rhyolite. Twenty 
percent of the area is underlain by rock clearly of sedimentary origin, mainly marble with less 
abundant elastics (the distinction between pyroclastic and epiclastic units is difficult in much of the 
quartzofeldspathic successions) and siliceous chemical precipitates. The layered rocks have been 
deformed during at least two episodes, regionally metamorphosed and intruded by plutons that 
range in composition from gabbro to granite. All intrusive rocks in the area have been 
metamorphosed.

In the region of Oak Lake and Long Lake in southern Methuen Township there occur intermediate 
and felsic tuffs and epiclastic rocks with rare narrow mafic flows, although their stratigraphic 
position is questionable because of polyphase folding.

12.2 Granitic rocks, mainly pink, biotite Leucogranite and porphyriticgranite are confined mainly 
to the northwestern part of the Belmont Township and the southwestern part of the Methuen 
Township, where they have intruded felsic and intermediate volcanic rocks. Around the periphery 
of the diorite body in southwestern Methuen Township, granite grades to diorite through an 
intervening granodiorite-quartz monzonite zone.

12.3 Metamorphic conditions are thus considered to vary from upper greenshist facies in east- 
central Belmont Township, to middle-upper amphibolite facies in southern Methuen Township.

12.4 All intrusive rocks have been metamorphosed. The granite of southwestern Methuen 
Township, however, do not show strain or recrystallization comparable to that of the enclosing 
rocks, and thus appear to have been emplaced late in the tectonic history.

12.5 These rocks are intruded by plutons of varied composition, one of which is commercially 
known as the "Belmont Rose granite" (see section 1.5.3). This body straddles the Belmont - 
Methuen Township boundary, and cuts and is intercalated with, the deformed sediments of the Oak 
Lake formation. The granitic body consists mainly of fine to course grained biotite leucogranite, 
porphyritic granite, quartz monzonite, and granodiorite. Microcline sodic oligoclase and quartz are 
essential minerals. The rocks are typically hypidiomorphic to allotriomorphic granular and seriate, 
with simple to complex interlocking grains. Marginal granulation of feldspar and a weak mica 
fabric indicate a degree of strain considerably lower than the enclosing rocks, suggesting late 
tectonic stage emplacement of the Belmont Rose granite.
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13. Property Geology:

The prospect area is located in the middle of a large outcrop of massive biotite granite. It is 
typically medium grained, a light pink mottled with black biotite clots, equigranular. Locally it 
exhibits a weak foliation to the biotite grains.
The granite is in contact with chalky weathering Ordovician limestone at the Southern side of Lot 
30, Concession 10, within the Belmont South Property.

14. Rock types description:

14. l Late Precambrian,
Massive biotite granite, which has been emplaced into volcanic rocks. Pluton Name: 
Methuen Trondhjemite

Petrography is medium to medium-fine grained pink leucogranite (the Belmont Rose granite) 
consisting of potassium feldspar, quartz, plagioclase feldspar and biotite mica being uniform in 
texture and colour and leucogranite gneiss.

Felsic to intermediate tuffs form eastward youngling, steeply dipping, volcanic cycles occur as E- 
W trending linear outcrops in the Claim Blocks area. Limited outcrop exposure, concentrated at the 
northern edge of the Claim Blocks.
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15 Rock types table of contents:

Precambrian
Late Precambrian

Plutonic rocks

8 Granite rocks

81 Leucogranite, leucogranite gneiss,
81p pegmatitic leocogranite, (includes rocks of granodiorite and quartz monzonite composition).

8b massive pink biotite granite; garnetiferous biotite granite
8bg garnetiferous biotite granite
8bf biotite granite porphyry, feldspar phenocrysts.

8h Hornblende granite

8H Hybrid granite gneiss, migmatic, interbanded hydrid granite gneiss and amphibolite 
granitized gneiss

8p Granite pegmatite

2 Non-calcareous sediments

2F Arkose, quartzo-feldspathic gneiss, includes some quartzite (Oak Lake arkose)
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16. Reason/rational for the project:

16. l The project property in just north of the Belmont Rose presently active quarry (see figure 2).

16.2 The historic and current quarry data confirms that the Belmont Rose site (Belmont South 
Property) extracted saleable dimensional stone blocks therefore the potential in the projected area 
warranted prospecting and exploration work.

16.3 The Belmont North Property in the Methuen Township Lot l and 2 Cone. 9 and 8, the Ontario 
Department of Mines geology map no. 1960e (Methuen Township) is mapped as Belmont Rose 
granite (Biotite granite). The dimensional stone potential of the biotite granite and leucogranite 
needed to be investigated, as to the jointing patterns and joint spacing to determine suitability for 
dimensional quarry stone in the Belmont North Property. Test blasting and crushing in somewhat 
similar rock types on the Belmont South Property will provide meaningful results for future 
aggregate extraction on the Belmont North Property and this test blasting on the Belmont South 
Property would provide materials for Belmont's management to commence test marketing.

16.4 The original model of the Belmont Rose deposit (Belmont South Property) was formulated as 
and a massive igneous intrusion is rapidly being revised.
In 1994 Paul Kingston, the regional geologist for the Ontario Geological Survey, put forward an 
intrusive model of staged multiple granite plutons vertically stacked and sequentially cooled. This 
new intrusive model is now being used in the Belmont South Property.

17. Work, assays and analysis:

This project focused on identifying potential high quality dimensional stone areas; potential high 
end aggregates and highway aggregates, test blasting and crushing studies:

17.1 Discription of work completed on the Belmont North Property:

17.1.1 Mapping of the outcrop ridges (tending E to W) in the prospect area: 
Mapping commenced at the southern boundary of the project area (Base line, N + 200 meters; see 
figure 2), working in a northerly direction along the ridges, to determine the jointing patterns, 
quality, and colour and texture.

17.1.2 Outcrop scale-jointing patterns were identified and noted on the Belmont North Property. 
This data was co related to similar conditions on the Belmont South Property for drill, blast and 
crush testing:

17.2 Description of work done in the Belmont South Property:

17.2.1 Similar jointing patterns identified in the Belmont North Property were identified in the 
Belmont South Property resulting in two areas that were to be used for the drilling patterns and 
blasting.
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17.2.1 Mapping of these two areas was done and the test blasting results were observed and 
recorded.

17.2.2 The test crushing results were monitored and recorded.

17.3 The test marketing products were compared with the above observations and ongoing 
recommendations were made to improve quality.

17.4 A total of 9 workdays were spent in the field on the Belmont North Property and 5 days in the 
field on the Belmont South Property for grid and mapping.

17.5 Contractors: Crushing, screening and washing contractor and a sub contractor for drilling - 
blasting; and a dimensional stone sub contractor.

17.6 Assays and analysis (figure 4 and 5)

18. Deposit dimensions and estimated reserves:
The approximate area claimed is as follows: 
Claim block: 1077047 is long 1,600m x 800m wide is 128 hectares 
Claim block: 1077050 is long 1,600m x 400m wide is 64 hectares 
Claim block: 1077051 is long 400m x 1,200m wide is 48 hectares 
Total hectares 240 hectares

The subsequent survey of Methuen Twp,
Cone. 9 and 8, lot l and 2, results are: 1,733,160 sq. m or 173.32 hectares. 

Therefore for the survey results will be used for deposit dimensions and estimated reserves.

Note: the density is 168 pounds per cu ft or 2.69 metric tons per cu meter

Using an average elevation above the water table line of 15 meters and 30 meters below the water 
table line then the estimated, in place, reserves for the three claim blocks (Methuen Twp, Cone 9 
and 8, Lot l and 2) is 200 million MT (see estimated reserves calculations fig 6) 
Using an WYo recovery rate the usable estimated reserves is 160 million MT.

As mentioned in the forgoing report it is anticipated that quality of the Belmont Rose will diminish, 
as extraction proceeds northeastwards hence, the 80 hectares contiguous to the Belmont South 
Property will be the first area of extraction. The estimated usable reserves above the water table 
line for the first area (Methuen Twp, Cone 9 and 8 west Vz of lot l and all of lot 2) of proposed 
extraction would be in the range of 40 million metric tons.
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19. Materials extracted, stockpiled and process methods of samples:

Two sections with varying jointing patterns were selected in the Belmont South Property to enable 
a representative sample of results from the test drilling pattern and the test-blasting pattern (see 
section 23 below for full details).

19. l Total test blasted material was 47,104MT.

The first three test blasts resulted in plus 5Q07o over size hence the total usable primary crusher feed 
material from the total of 4 test blasts was about 23,900MT

Note: the primary markets for these high end products are the US; hence inches are the unit of 
measurements through this report.

19.1.1 About 1,500MT were used for making crushing pads for the primary 4-inch to 10-inch 
[10cm to 25cm], the decorative 1.5-inch to Vfc-inch [38mm to 12.7mm], the exposed Vfc-inch to 1A- 
inch [12.7mm to 6.35mm] and the sands minus 14-inch [6.35]; a pad was made for the 5/8-inch 
[19mm] highway aggregates.

19.1.3 Useable material extracted for Highway aggregates, highway super paving aggregates and 
high-end aggregates testing were therefore about 10,500 metric tons. The balance 11,900MT is in 
the quarry floor, the 4th test blast pile at the face and current primary stockpile at the quarry face 
and 'lost' in primary and secondary crushing and the washing process (dust and overflow from the 
classifier wash plant).

19.2 Test crushing and screening for Highway aggregates and Super Paving aggregates:

The crushing of 7,500MT for the 5/8-inch [16mm to 19mm] highway material the ratio was about 
6007o (4,500 MT) usable 5/8-inch with 4007o (3,000 MT) sands (see section 21.1).

19.2. l In 1988, 4,500 metric tons was used on highway 28, just north of Apsley as a test strip.

19.2.2 A 400 super paving test strip is being identified and should be in the MTO two year testing 
program in the year 2000. The 1998 and previous lab tests results indicate that Belmont Rose will 
meet the MTO two year 'in place' super paving testing (see section 21.1).

19.3 Test crushing, screening and washing for High-end aggregates:
Primary and secondary crushing plus washing resulted in a separation ratio of about 60*^ 
decorative stone, 25tYo exposed stone and the balance (\5^o) in sands.

2,000 metric tons (1,OOOMT decorative, 650MT exposed, 350MT sands) was test marketed in 
Southern Ontario, Western New York and Michigan with over all positive results (see section 21 
for full details).
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19.4 Stockpiles:

There are about:
- 800 metric tons of decorative stone, 

100 metric tons of exposed stone, 
100 metric tons of washed specialty sands,

- and 3,OOOMT unwashed sands (from the highway aggregate section) 
ready for test marketing.

Re sorting of the oversize from the primary four three blasts when using a crushing grizzly may 
result in about 4,000 metric usable high-end aggregates.
Currently there is about 1,000 metric tons crushed to 4in to lOin (primary) at the quarry face. 
There is about 1,500MT ready for primary crushing from the 4th test blast at the face.

- An additional 20,000 metric ton area has been stripped of overburden and is ready for 
immediate blasting and crushing to meet market creation demands.

19.5 Industrial Industry Overview:

Belmont Rose high end aggregates are classified as an industrial mineral hence, before test 
marketing can commence the manufacturers (value adders), wholesalers and distributors have to be 
assured that if market creation is successful there will not be a disruption in supply (section 1.1).

19.5. l In the decorative and exposed stone market sector critical criteria are as follows:

- the aesthetic appeal,
- delivered price,
- product size consistency and quality cleaning,
- sufficient stockpiles on hand,
- capability to maintain quality controls,
- production capacity to meet unknown large demands on short notice.

19.5.2 To introduce a new industrial mineral product at the test marketing stage the 'end users' 
demand the forgoing criteria (section 19.5.1) be in place before the commencement of test 
marketing (see section 1.1)

Therefore, prior to test marketing test analysis (fig 5 and 6) had to be completed and Belmont Rose 
was required to have sufficient stockpiles on hand for immediate shipping on short notice. These 
stockpiles had to be on their respective pads to insure quality controls. Further, Belmont Rose had 
to have a back up supply of crushed materials in each classification that could be ready for shipping 
within very short notice.

Finally, an area for additional primary blasting was to be prepared in the event demands exceeded
'on hand' supplies.
Belmont Rose has met the forgoing criteria hence was able to commence test marketing in 1998
and 1999.
These test-marketing phases are forecasted to last for approximately 5 years.
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20. Proposed uses of Belmont Rose' material as an industrial mineral:

High-end aggregates:
20. l Decorative stone, one inch, spay washed (clean) is used for landscaping and gardening stone
20.2 Exposed stone, 3/8 inch, spay washed (clean) is used for landscaping and gardening stone and 
in specialty concrete; concrete blocks and bricks, concrete-building panels, concrete garden and 
landscaping furniture, and concrete ornaments.

20.3 Specialty sands, spray washed (clean) is used for the stucco industry, a matrix for the specialty 
concrete industry (see 20.2 above), organic fertilizer, chicken grit, agglomerate granite pavers and 
tiles.

Highway aggregates:
20.4 The 5/8-inch (16mm to 19mm) is used for the concrete top and asphalt layer for super paving.
20.5 The 5/8-inch is used for other highway top asphalt layers and major municipal roads.

21 Samples sent for market testing and results:

21.1 Highway aggregates:
In the fall of 1988, 4,500 metric tons was used in the asphalt top layer for 17 km of highway 28,
just north of Apsley. This will be monitored over the next 10 years by the MTO at two-year
intervals (or such intervals as determined by the MTO).
With an 'guarantee' of supply on hand and 'ready for primary blasting' and value adding the
highway aggregate test marketing has commenced.
Discussions are now underway with a major highway installer/contractor whereby 2 km of Belmont
Rose granite will be used as a '400 series MTO super paving test strip'. Super paving MTO testing
is for a period of two years that must include two winter's periods.

21.2 High end aggregates:

21.2.1 Decorative stone, one inch, spay washed is used for landscaping and gardening stone:
Test marketing was done to major and medium sized wholesalers/distributors with test samples sent
to the following areas:
21.2.1.1 in and the surrounding Greater Toronto Area (GTA),
21.2.1.2 throughout the Golden Horseshoe area, 
21.2. l .3 the GTA to Windsor corridor area, 
21.2. l .4 Western New York, Buffalo, USA,
21.2.1.5 Detroit, Michigan, USA,
21.2.1.6 Southeast Michigan, USA,
21.2.1.7 East Michigan, USA,
21.2.1.8 A major bagging operator (Newgrow) bagged Belmont Rose decorative stone for test 
marketing, in the winter of 1999, within selected areas of their distribution network in Southern 
Ontario,
21.2.1.9 Other areas in Ontario, Quebec and the USA were test marketed by major North American 
distributors and Belmont Rose's marketing department.
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21.2.2 The results of the decorative stone test marketing and samples were as follows:
- excellent aesthetic appeal,
- superior and unique colour and texture,

80*^0 of test market feedback that the materials were highly uniform and acceptable quality 
controls in screening and washing with 20*^0 feed back that quality controls in the washing and 
sorting division should be improved, (see section 23.3 crushing),

- must be competitively priced (taking into consideration the material and delivery costs),
the USA market prefers the screening of decorative stone to be between minus 1.5-inch to plus 
'/2-inch while the Ontario/Quebec market prefers minus 1.25-inch to plus V^-inch. To service 
both markets will require an additional stockpile,

- there is a market void in decorative stone delivered in bags that is growing in Southern Ontario. 
It appears the 'decorative stone in bags' is a growing trend in the USA. Follow up with existing 
bagging plants in Northeastern US, Ontario and Quebec may lead to more volumes shipped.

21.2.3 Exposed stone, 3/8 inch, spay washed is used for landscaping and gardening stone and in
specialty concrete; concrete blocks and bricks, concrete-building panels, concrete garden and
landscaping furniture, and concrete ornaments.
Test marketing was done to major and medium sized wholesalers/distributors with test samples sent
to the following areas:
21.2.3. l in and the surrounding Greater Toronto Area (GTA),
21.2.3.2 throughout the Golden Horseshoe area,
21.2.3.3 the GTA to Windsor corridor area,
21.2.3.4 Western New York, Buffalo, USA,
21.2.3.5 Detroit, Michigan, USA,
21.2.3.6 Southeast Michigan, USA,
21.2.3.7 East Michigan, USA,
21.2.3.8 Other areas in Ontario, Quebec and the USA were test marketed by major North American 
distributors and Belmont Rose's marketing department.

21.2.4 The results of the exposed stone test marketing and samples were as follows:
- excellent aesthetic appeal,
- superior and unique colour and texture,

results were highly uniform and acceptable quality controls in screening and washing with 
feed back 'that quality controls in the washing and sorting sector should be improved', 

(see item 23.3 crushing),
must be competitively priced (taking into consideration the material and delivery costs), 
the overall demand in the landscaping and gardening sector in Southern Ontario and Quebec 
was very low. This could be due to higher prices asked by the distributors/wholesalers/retailers 
thereby limiting their potential markets to the 'high end customers',
There is an interest for the exposed stone in the North American specialty concrete markets but 
the 'barrier of entry' to this market sector is extremely difficult. Though major and medium 
concrete plants 'know this new technology of economically combining exposed stone and the 
sands into concrete is coming from Europe they are not prepared to be first with natural stone'. 
Their response to the Belmont Rose granite is excellent for its texture, uniformity, colour and 
aesthetic appeal. Management will have to continue to create market demand in this sector 
knowing it could take up to five years before positive results are achieved.
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21.3 Specialty sands for the stucco industry, a matrix for the specialty concrete industry, organic 
fertilizer, chicken grit, agglomerate granite pavers and tiles.

21.3. l The results of the specialty sands test marketing and samples were as follows:
- excellent aesthetic appeal,
- superior and unique colour and texture,
- This test marketing and sample shipments is mainly handled by Belmont Rose strategic alliance 

marketing partners that has established a long term working relationship with key North 
American manufacturers (value adders).

- Belmont marketing is also addressing potential markets in the specialty sands sector though this 
could be a long time of hard and expensive work before positive responses are achieved; 'the 
barrier of entry' into value adding operations is extremely difficult.

- three major North American stucco manufacturers are currently doing their 'in house and
outside' testing of the Belmont Rose granite sands. Again there is the 'no one wants to be first'.
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22 Report completed and authors signatures:

To: Belmont Rose Holdings Inc Date: January 17, 2000 
Suite 116A, and225 Woodbine Ave, 
Markham, Ont., L3R l A3

Att: Carole Proud, President

From:
Michael Smith, B. Se. (honours) in Geology
70-23rd St., Etobicoke, Ont.
And
Chris Proud,
Suite l ISA, 7225 Woodbine Ave, Markham, Ont., L3R 1A3
Ph: 905 940 0700

Re: Declaration of Assessment Work Preformed on Mining Land to bring the 3 claim blocks to 
lease

Subject Property (Belmont North Property):
Claim blocks 1077047 (15 claim units), 1077050 (4 claim units), and 1077051 (3 claim units) all
Southern Ontario, County of Peterborough,
Methuen Twp, Cone. 9 and 8; lot l and 2:
(Southern Mining Division).

And
The Contiguous Property (Belmont South Property):
Belmont Rose Holdings Inc. is the sole owner of surface and mineral rights (patent claims) of Lot
30 and 31 Cone. 10, Belmont Township, County of Peterborough, Ontario (Southern Mining
Division).

As per Belmont Rose Holdings Inc President, Carole Proud, request please find the enclosed report 
than is completed on this date, January 17, 2000

Respectably submitted by:

Michael Smith, B. Se. (honours) in Geology
rd70-23 r St., Etobicoke, Ont.,

Chris Proud,
Suite l ISA, 7225 Woodbine Ave,
Markham, Ont., L3R 1A3
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23 Discussion of results for the assessment work completed and overall 
conclusions: (described in dimensional stone quarry terminology)

23 l Geology:
The jointing patterns (heads) areas, their spacing, fractures and direction in the Belmont North 
Property was determined and allowances had to be made for the narrow bands of felsic tuffs. These 
patterns were correlated to the Belmont South Property.

23.1.1
General description of the jointing patterns on the Belmont South Property is as follows:

Summary:
Generally speaking, the ridge on which the Belmont Rose most northerly operation was conducted 
(the derrick extraction, figure 2 and 3) enabled the Authors to observe the jointing patterns in three 
dimensions. This area was sound and contains only a limited number of heads. The heads that are 
present are geometrically related and are orientated in such a pattern as to be conducive to 
producing saleable dimensional stone granite with a minimum waste factor (compared to other 
granite operations: Quebec, Sarre, VT, etc). The soundness decreases to the north and increases to 
the south.

Description of unsoundness:
The different joint systems are listed in the enclosed map (fig 7) as J l (the bed), J2 (the second
way) J3 (short cutters) and J4 (the hard way).

J l (the bed): The primary head system is listed as Jl. These heads trend N 29 degrees E true and 
are in most cases continuous along the ridge that also trends in the same direction. This system dips 
to the west on curved planes that vary from 31 degrees to 61 degrees on the east side of the quarry 
(derrick floor). These planes curve up proceeding westwards to a flatter degree of 5 and are nearly 
horizontal in the western section of the active quarry. This primary joint system (Jl) is a sheet 
structure, which trends generally parallel to the lift (rift) of the quarry. The origin of this system is 
vague, but it would, most likely, be attributed to the relief of vertical compression strains imposed 
during the glacial epochs; or possibly, to one of the past tectonic movements in the area. This 
jointing system plays a significant roll in fragmentation in the test drilling and blasting process.

J2 (the second way): A secondary system of joints (J2) trend N 20 degrees W true and seen on the 
surface of the ledge to be short discontinuous "cutters". These are located in "sets" or group and 
become more extensive to the north. This system is caused by relief of the tensional strain in the 
region. It is doubtful if this system would be encountered at depth.

J3 (short cutters): This system will have the most effect on dimensional stone extraction recovery 
rates and may play a role in reducing quality for the high-end aggregates, though this system should 
not effect the highway aggregates though may reduce the quality of the super paving aggregates. 
This system is a series of short (1-4 inch) [25.4mm to 10.16cm] horizontal "cutters" which have 
been observed on the north and west derrick quarry walls. This system diminishes in occurrences to 
the south but to the north it is unknown whether it increases, stays the same or decreases. These 
short "cutters" (J3) have been described as 'weep-lines' because of the movement of the iron
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bearing ground water out of these cutters (quarry-sap). These lines are not observed further to the 
south, southwest, and at depth. Their origin may be due in part to the method of extraction (channel 
burning) that was used in the sixties period of extraction; or possibly, due to a contemporary relief 
of compression (burst) strain parallel to the sheeting (Jl) or lift (rift). At the derrick face this pattern 
is five feet thick, although the extent into the deposit is questionable, it might only be confined to 
the upper part of the deposit. This system has occurred throughout the last five years (1995 to!999) 
of dimensional stone extraction in random pockets usually associated with major jointing and 
usually on the outside edges of the core deposit.

J4 (the hard way): The jointing system (J4) trends at N 30 degrees E true and wanders to N 10 
degrees E true.

Conclusions:
When the spacing is sufficient between Jl, J2, and J4 (about 3m to 10m) dimensional stone 
recovery rates are about the 40*M) to 6007o range. Dimensional stone can be extracted economically 
down to 1m to 2m for Jl, J2, and J4 provided the quality is of monumental grade. The occurrences 
of J3 (short cutters) are somewhat random and usually located at the 'bottom' 50cm to 1m of the 
massive granite just above the next major bed (Jl) that is adjacent to a major vertical hardway (J4) 
jointing system; these J4's usually occur on the outer extremities of the massive outcrops (observed 
in the Belmont South Property) and to be determined in the Belmont North Property.

When the frequency of all three joint patterns (Jl, J2, J4) intensifies the potential of dimensional 
stone extraction decreases and these areas should be considered for aggregate extraction. The 
Belmont North Property showed little possibility of dimensional stone extraction hence, would be 
ideal for aggregate material. The Belmont North Property will have to have strict control mapping 
to insure the J4's are identified and recorded as this could have an effect on high-end aggregates 
quality controls. It is believed that the J4's system should have no effect in highway aggregates 
though further testing on this subject will verify such.

23.1.2 THE BELMONT NORTH PROPERTY:

Just north of Belmont/Methuen line (Methuen Cone 9, lot 1) to the first major outcrop ridge (see 
figure 2, map2; base line 300m to 600m north):
- had 50cm to 3m spacing for the vertical (J2, J4) and horizontal joints (Jl) (hard way, second 

way and bed),
the colour and texture was similar to the Belmont South Property and having near nil inclusion 
dykes,

- all inclusion dykes are seen as possible super paving material but has to be monitored though 
geological mapping during the extraction process to insure not color and texture contamination 
for the high-end aggregates.
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23 l 2 THE BELMONT NORTH PROPERTY: (continued)

23.1.3 Progressing northeastward to the second major outcrop ridge near the boundary between lot 
l and 2, Cone 9 (see map 2, figure 2; base line 875m north, west from 300m to 1150m);
- the jointing (Jl, J2, J4) spacing becomes closer (30 cm to 3 m)
- the colour becomes darker with increasing concentrations of biotite and quartz
- this material is possible to meet highway aggregates quality controls though the aesthetic, 

texture and colour change would reduce the market potential for the current Belmont South 
Property establishing markets,

- the intrusive dykes increased in width and the frequency of occurrence increased in the NNE 
direction; also there is colour change from grey, to fine grain pink, to course granite (quartz) 
pink that increased in a NNE direction.

- with the forgoing geological data initial high-end aggregate extraction should be concentrated 
in the southwestern part of Methuen Twp, Cone 9, lot l advancing in a north and northeast 
direction. Quality controls are to be enforced throughout the extraction process and particular 
attention must be taken on the eastern side of the extraction process.

- The resource and market potential of the forgoing area (Methuen Township, Cone 9, lot 1) 
should result in over 40 million metric tons usable for high-end aggregates and/or highway 
aggregates above the current water table land.

- The beginning of the extract area may also yield dimensional stone blocks; geology monitoring 
will direct such extraction.

- These initial extraction areas (fig 2; Nl, N2, N3) are like the current blasted test areas (1 st, 2nd, 
and 3rd) in the Belmont South Property having multi layering and jointing. The Belmont South 
Property current southeast wall after test blast 4 will be similar to the second Belmont North 
Property outcrop ridge (N2) discussed above. The first exposed major outcrop ridge (Nl) in the 
Belmont North Property (west side) is similar to the Belmont South Property 1st test blast. The 
center and east side is similar to the 4th test blast quarry wall in the south west corner. The 
jointing is decreasing in spacing at the southwest corner of the current 4th test blast area.

232 The Drilling and Blasting:

23.2.1 1 st test blast:
23.2. l.l Location: base line 60 south and 70 east (see figure 2)

23.2.1.2 Rock structure:
This test area jointing pattern and rock structure was generally as follows:

The horizontal jointing (Jl) was 50cm to 1m with areas of 'intensive layering' being 10 cm 
to 50cm. This horizontal bedding pattern was 'not tight' and the drillers could 'feel' these 
beds in the drilling process.
The hardway (J4) and second way (J2) jointing patterns were mainly well spaced and being 
on average 1m to 3m in spacing. This area was 'sound' or massive yet the fragmentation 
from the primary blast resulted in over 5Wo oversize. This oversize is believed to be a direct 
of this drilling pattern and to a lesser degree the joining patterns.
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23.2.1.3 Geology co relationship between test blast area and Belmont North Property:
The first test blast area compares to the first northern exposed outcrop (see figure 2 - area marked 
as Nl) and the western part of the second northern exposed outcrop (see figure 2 - area marked as 
N2) in the Belmont North Property.

23.2.1.4 Test drilling and blasting procedure:
- Drill pattern was T x 9' [2.13m x 2.74m] with an average depth of 16 to 23 feet [4.88m to 

7.01m] with 3.5" [89mm] diameter drill holes,
with no sub floor (actually drilling stopped 5 feet from floor because there was a natural bed). 
Collar stemmed with 5ft [1.52m] of drill cuttings

- Total MT test blasted 10,254

23.2.1.5 Results:
Poor fragmentation with over 5007o oversize (the primary jaw crusher input feed is 2ft x 2ft 
[61cm x 61cm] and there was no grizzly to segregate the plus 2ft x 2ft) blast feed material; 
approximate total usable from the primary blast was 5,100MT. 
This floor was 'rough' on the loaders and this procedure was not used again.

- A hydraulic ram was brought in and the oversize for the crusher was 'split' by the ram. The 
results of this exercise were not economical.

23.2.1.6 Conclusion:
- The drill pattern spacing was too large resulting in about 5007o oversize for the primary crusher. 

The primary crusher, having an input of minus 2ft by 2ft [61cm x 61cm] and no grizzly was a 
contributing factor for the high ratio of unusable material.

- The rough floor could have been a result of the bed (Jl) was steeply dipping on the east side (30 
degrees W) and flatten out on the west and north side of the test blast area to about 15 degrees 
W. This practice of 'pulling the drilling' depth above the natural floor did not work in this test 
blast but should be tried in the future when the bed is more horizontal.

23 2 2 2nd test blast:
23.2.2.1 Location: baseline 122m south, (see figure 2)

23.2.2.2 Rock structure:
This test area jointing pattern and rock structure was generally as follows.

The horizontal jointing (Jl) was 15cm to 50cm and is considered as 'intensive layering'. 
This horizontal bedding was tighter than the first test blast area and was sometimes 'felt' in 
the drilling process.
The hardway (J4) and second way (J2) jointing patterns were spaced, on average 50cm 
to l m and up to 2m in spacing. This area was 'sound' or massive yet the fragmentation from 
the primary blast resulted in about 50*^ oversize. This oversize was a result of the jointing 
patterns and mainly the drilling pattern.

23.2.2.3 Geology co relationship between test blast area and Belmont North Property:
The second test blast area compares to the western central and central part of the second northern 
exposed outcrop (see figure 2 - area N2) in the Belmont North Property
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23.2.2.4 Test drilling and blasting procedure:
- This test blast was opening up a new face hence some oversize was anticipated.
- a 'pre shear' line shot on the north and eastern edge of the blast area.
- the drilling pattern was 6ft x 7ft [1.83m x 2.13] with the drill depth increasing in a southerly 

direction from 5ft to 16 ft [1.52m to 4.88m]; with 3" [76mm] diameter drill holes
- the sub floor was over drilled to 5 ft [1.52m].
- Collars were not stemmed, loaded to 1ft [30.48cm] below collar. 
Total MT test blasted was 13,550

23.2.2.5 Results:
- The pre shear line blast produced an excellent quarry wall face but the costs versing the results 

do not warrant this procedure.
Poor fragmentation with over 50*^ oversize (the primary jaw crusher input feed is 2ft x 2ft and 
there was no grizzly to segregate the plus 2ft x 2ft); approximate total usable from the primary 
blast was 6,800MT

- The sub floor being so deep (5ft)[ 1.52m] resulted in an 'open pit' area that was very uneven 
rock pile hence, had to be filled in order that the wheeled loaders could operate efficiently. An 
artificial floor was made with the oversize and covered with minus Vi-inch Belmont sands. In 
the next blast the loaders had difficulty digging on this sand topped floor.

23.2.2.6 Conclusions:
In opening up a new blast face that is a 'rising quarry wall' this should have been done in two 
blast stages versing the one that was executed. These two stages of blasting may have reduced 
the oversize in the second part of this test blast.
The 'fly rock' covered a large area of the quarry due to no collar stemming and loading to the 
top hence, collar stemming is to be employed in the future test blasts.

- The primary crusher limitations added to the unusable material.
The drilling pattern must be greatly reduced in order to reduce the oversize.

23 .2 3 3rd test blast:
23.2.3.1 Location: south of red shack: (mikes map)

23.2.3.2 Rock structure:
This test area jointing pattern and rock structure was generally as follows:

The horizontal jointing was 15cm to 50cm and showing signs of increasing in spacing in the 
southwest corner. This test blast area was considered as 'intensive layering'. This horizontal 
bedding was very tight compared to the second test blast area and was not 'felt' in the 
drilling process.
The hardway and second way jointing patterns were spaced, on average 50cm tolm and up 
to 2m in spacing. This jointing pattern increased in spacing in the western section of the test 
blast area. This area was 'sound' or massive yet the fragmentation from the primary blast 
resulted in slightly less than 50*^0 oversize.
There was a shallow intrusive aplite fine-grained grey dyke striking E-W and dipping at 85 
degrees to the south to vertical that varied in width from l meter to 5 meters. This dyke 
'pinched out' at about 4 meters depth from the surface. This dyke also pinched out about 12 
meters to 15 meters from the east blast wall.
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23.2.3.3 Geology co relationship between test blast area and Belmont North Property:
The third test blast area compares to the third and the fourth exposed outcrop (see figure 2 - area 
N3, N4) in the Belmont North Property

23.2.3.4 Test drilling and blasting procedures:
- The drilling depth was an average of 6.7m on the east and 8.53m on the west including a sub 

floor of 60 cm; good floor results
- Pattern 6ft x 6ft [1.83m x 1.83m] with 3.5" [89mm] diameter holes resulting in 3507o oversize 

(see conclusion below).
- No stemming material used for the last 5 feet [l .52] of collar resulting in large cap rocks. 
Total MT test blasted was 17,200

23.2 3.5 Results:
- Increased fragmentation due to the closer drill pattern and the tightness of the joints in the 

granite with about 45*^ oversize. Excluding the oversized cap rock boulders the oversize would 
have been reduced to about 3507o. 
The primary crusher limitations added to the unusable material.

- Due to the collars not being stemmed for the last 5 ft there was excessive cap rock oversize than 
required a larger loader (992B) to remove these massive boulders.

- approximate total usable from the primary blast was 7,700MT

23.2.3.6 Conclusions:
- There was large oversize from cap rock from this blast that secondary blasting was required by 

'sandblasting' and/or drilling 'pop' holes and setting individual charges per each oversized 
rock. A review with the contractor and sub contractor concluded it was not economical. 
Belmont Rose Granite Corps removed the oversized boulders with its Cat 992B loader. The sub 
contractor agreed to do a fourth test blast at 'no cost' in compensation.

- The drilling and blast pattern of 6ft by 6ft realized improved fragmentation, bring this pattern to 
4ft by 4ft and reducing the hole size to 3-inch diameter will also reduce the oversize. 
With proper stemming of the collars using 'stemming rock filled balls' will greatly increase the 
usable material.
The author believes that the intrusive grey dyke influenced the fragmentation due to the fact 
that this material breaks much easier than the 'Belmont Rose' granite that was the majority of 
the rock in this test blast. Second, the trend of the intrusive dyke was no calculated into the 
blasting sequence and as a result interfered with the overall breaking of the rock in the blasting.
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23 2 4 4th test blast:
23.2.4.1 Location: base line 187m south (see figure 2)

23.2.4.2 Rock structure:
This test area jointing pattern and rock structure was generally as follows:

The horizontal jointing was 15cm to 50cm and showing signs of increasing in spacing in the 
southwest corner. This test blast area was considered as 'intensive layering' on the east side 
to the center with decreasing jointing on the west side. This horizontal bedding was very 
tight compared to the second test blast area and was not 'felt' in the drilling process. 
The hardway and second way jointing patterns were spaced, on average 50cm to l m and up 
to 3m in spacing. This jointing pattern increased in spacing in the western section of the test 
blast area. This area was 'sound' or massive hence the fragmentation from the primary blast 
resulted in about 20^0 oversize.

23.2.4.3 Geology co relationship between test blast area and Belmont North Property:
The third test blast area compares to the third and the fourth exposed outcrop (see figure 2 - area 
N3 and N4) in the Belmont North Property

23.2.4.4 Test drilling and blasting procedures:

- Drill pattern was 4' x 4' [1.22m x 1.22m] with 3" [76mm] diameter drill holes, loaded to the 
top: excellent fragmentation with 2007o oversize

- The blast cut in west side hence, with this excellent fragmentation a high percentage of blast 
material when over the hill to the current dimensional stone quarry face.

- The sub floor was 60 cm; good floor results
- No stemming material used for the last 5 feet [1.52m] of collar resulting in a few large cap

rocks. 
Total MT test blasted was 6,100

23.2.4.5 Results:
- increased fragmentation due to the closer drill pattern and the tightness of the joints in the 

granite with about 20*^ oversize; plus 10"M) of the material was unusable due to the 'fly rock' 
that went over the embankment, 
the primary crusher limitations added to the unusable material.

- due to the collars not being stemmed the shot was 'spread out' over a large area. About l GfYo of 
the usable material was lost due this percentage was blasted 'over a embankment'.

- approximate total usable from the primary blast was 4,300MT
- as there was no stemming there was a lot of spreading out of the blast material over a large area 

in this test blast.
- A larger primary crusher would enable the drilling and blasting pattern to be expanded.
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23.2.4.6 Over All Conclusions of the test blasting:
- The ideal blast pattern to accommodate the current primary jaw crusher is 4ft by 4ft [1.22m x 

1.22m] with a 3inch [76mm] diameter hole, with 'rock ball' and stemming for about the last 
five feet of the collar. The explosive manufacturers have guidelines on these new 'rock ball 
stemming' procedures that should be incorporated in future blasts. This pattern may be 
increased to 4.5ft x 4.5ft [1.40m x 1.40m] or greater under controlled situations.

- Tight supervision of the crushing contractor and drilling and blasting sub-contractor is 
imperative to optimize results with minimum costs.
A primary crusher with a larger input and a grizzly would improve the usable material from the 
primary blasts.

- In opening up test blast areas there are numerous 'up-front' costs for this kind of start up that 
will have to be taken into consideration when extraction commences at the Belmont North 
Property. That will increase the overall productivity while reducing overall unit costs.

- The test drilling and blasting results and gained knowledge will be valuable assets when 
quarrying the Belmont North Property.

23.3 Crushing process and results:

23.3.1 Introduction:
The selected crushing operator equipment was orientated for crushing limestone mainly for the
purpose of highway aggregates in the local region. Mobility of this crushing equipment is an
important factor for the operator hence, this equipment size was determined with quick mobility
and the least amount of set up and demobilizing time being a major factor.
The primary and secondary crushers were smaller in size to accommodate mobilizing in one piece
without dismantling and re mantling for mobilization hence, the primary jaw crusher was smaller
limiting the size of input.
As this crushing equipment primary purpose and use was in processing limestone the jaw liners and
cone liners were not of the harden metal content that is more suited to process granite rock that is
much more abrasive and harder than limestone.
In this operator's limestone operations the fragmentation from the primary blast was usually
sufficient thereby not requiring the use of a grizzly to separate the oversize.

23.3.2 Description of the crushing equipment:
The primary rock breaker (jaw crusher) was limited to a input material feed size of two feet by two 
feet [61cm x61cm] and lacked a grizzly to separate the oversize; Browning Lenix -jaw maximum 
feed size is 32" x 48" without a grizzly for primary separation. The Browning Lenix was used to do 
the primary crushing of all four-test blasts.

The secondary crusher is an EJ rolled cone crusher (standard head) without super hard liners for the 
cone or mantel that are ideally suited for granite crushing.

The ware factor and unit costs of primary and secondary crushing of the Belmont Rose granite is 
being reviewed now but is not part of this report.
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23.3.3 Comments:
The quality controls for high-end aggregates are very different and more demanding than the 
operator's current limestone highway and construct materials. The test marketing feed back 
required additional procedures to be incorporated into the current operator's system in order to 
meet the test market demands that added to the processing unit costs.

Prior to commencing test marketing there was additional quality controls that had to be 
incorporated into the current operator's limestone processing system to insure no dilution and/or 
contamination from the limestone and at the Belmont Rose quarry site.

23.3.3.1 Procedure and analysis/testing results of test crushing:

At the quarry site:
23.3.3.2 Strip all overburden at the test drilling and blasting area to insure there was no overburden 
contamination. This resulted in cleaner materials and more efficient crushing due to 'no plugging of 
the screens'.

23.3.3.3 After the first test blast it was necessary to 'make an working area' for the primary crusher 
to operate. As this was a test crushing area the limited working area for the primary and secondary 
crushers and screening is a bottleneck that increased operating expenses. Due to the limited work 
area the secondary, screening and washing was done at the nearby existing sites of the crushing 
operator. This was achieved by trucking the primary material to a site location 29 kms to the west. 
When the north area is opened up this will be not a problem.

23.3.3.4 Make pad at bottom for storage of the breaker run 4" to 10" (primary crushing material). 
This resulted in higher quality controls due to no contamination of dirt or other foreign materials in 
the products.

23.3.3.5 Made pads for all product lines. This resulted in higher quality controls due to no 
contamination of dirt or other foreign materials in the products.

23.3.4 Conclusions:

23.3.4.1 In order to complete processing the high-end Belmont Rose granite test marketing 
materials additional quality controls had to establish. The 3 storage pads for the decorative and 
exposed stone, and specialty sands were established.

23.3.4.2 In order to complete processing the Belmont Rose granite highway aggregates test 
marketing materials additional quality controls had to be established. A storage pad for the 5/8-inch 
[19mm] was established. The secondary processing for highway aggregates did not require washing 
hence the primary crushed material was trucked to a site about 10 km to the west.
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23.3.5 Results:
The limestone contamination as described as follows:

Some limestone was picked up on the initial moving the stockpiles and/or loading from the 
stockpiles in the limestone quarries where secondary crushing, screening and washing took place. 
This problem will be eliminated when all aggregate processing in done in the Belmont quarry site.

On the 1 st test blast area there was a section of old quarry road that was constructed with 
limestone in the early 1980's. This limestone road material was not noticed at the time of the blast 
as it was just outside the test blast area and covered with past Belmont Rose rubble.

Results of highway aggregates (see testing highway section 21.1) 

23.3.4 Material used in test marketing of the Belmont Rose granite:

4,500 metric tons used for 17 km high 28 north of Apsley for highway asphalt testing 
2,000 tons test marketing for Belmont Rose Granite Corp. for the high-end aggregates. 
(See section 21.2 high-end aggregates).

23.3.5 Test Marketing responses and results:
(See section 21.1 and 21.2)

23.3.5.1 High-end aggregates:
Initially there was some (3 to 5*^0) limestone contamination; this was a result of two factors, the 
first being in the l st test blast area the northern edge of the test blast area there was an old quarry 
road that was make with limestone that slumped into the primary blast area and second some floor 
material (limestone) was picked up and mixed with the high-end aggregates during the handling 
and loading process.
This resulted in test marketing feed back of slightly lower than high-end market quality controls 
and standards. This was overcome in time with joint cooperation between the test marketing 
management and the crushing operator's crew.

23.3.5.2 The washing and screening plant was orientated for high volumes and the crushing 
operator was not familiar with the high-end quality demands required. The marketing feed back 
was the quality of the washing and screening was below industry acceptable standards.

23.3.5.3 Conclusions:

23.3.5.3.1 Washing and screening solutions for the high-end aggregates are:
- slow the rate that the material passes over the washing screens, to reduce the amount of fines 

(contamination) in the decorative stone. This slowing down the material passing over the 
screens will also increase the product sizing staying within the specified range requirements. 
This will greatly reduce market feed back complaints in these two areas.

- Increase the amount of water will reduce the fines contamination and increase the sizing 
quality.

- Acquire a separate washing and screening plant that meets the industry standards.
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23.3.5.3.2 The specialty sands:
There are potential numerous sub industrial mineral markets, in the specialty sands sector, that 
may be created. To enter into test marketing of the numerous other specialty sands markets a 
proper washing and separation screen plant would have to be acquired that would product 
products to meet the market specifications.

- A filter process could be added to the sands separation to reduce the water content. Currently 
the water content in the sands results in the sands piles being frozen in the winter adding to the 
difficulty in loading and the manufacturers handing and processing. Not to mention the higher 
transportation costs due to the higher water content.

23.3.5.3.4 Highway test aggregates: (see section 21.1)
There is great potential for high volumes in this sector, especially if the MTO 400 series testing 
for Belmont Rose granite meeting the super paving quality controls.
For Belmont Rose granite to be accepted for highway aggregates and super paving aggregates 
there is a long period of testing required.

23.4 Market potentials:
There are numerous market sectors that Belmont Rose granite aggregates would meet the industrial 
standards for the respective market sectors:

Starting from the largest size to the smallest size:

23.4. l Primary blast oversize (greater than 2ft x 2ft): 
Shoreline and water way protection (armour stone), 
Landscaping, 
Retaining walls, 
Signage and feature rocks.

23.4.2 Primary crusher run (4-inch to 10-inch [10cm to 25cm]: 
Landscaping and gardening material,

- Trap rock and railway ballast,
- Masons materials,

Fill area where above average drainage is required in high erosion areas.

23.4.3 5/8-inch [19mm] aggregates:
Highway aggregates,
Ffighway super paving aggregates,
Septic tank drainage beds (with today's high concentration for detergents most septic beds
made with limestone for drainage have deteriorated at a faster high rate. The results being these
limestone beds have to be replaced as the efficiency properties have been negated through the
reaction of the detergents with the limestone. In Manitoba the government is now insisting
granites be used for septic bed material).
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23 A A High-end aggregates:

23 AA.l Decorative stone, l-inch [25mm]:
Landscaping and gardening stone for commercial and residential use,

- Commercial and residential driveway stone.
23.4.4.2 Exposed stone, 3/8-inch [9.53mm]:

Landscaping and gardening stone for commercial and residential use,
Specialty concrete and precaste concrete, bricks, blocks, wall panels, concrete garden and
landscaping furniture, and ornaments, and etc.,

- Commercial and residential driveways and walkways,

23.4.4.3 Specialty sands, minus Vi-inch [6.35mm]: 
Stucco,

- Roofing single material,
Organic fertilizer, chicken grit, agglomerate granite pavers and tiles.

24 Description of the qualities of the Belmont Rose industrial mineral outlining 
what makes good products:

As outlined in section l. l the qualities that make good products are as follows:

Industrial minerals market demands for each sector has to be first met:
* Potentially very marketable products.
* Assurances of current and future competitive pricing of the products (including the delivery 

costs).
* Availability of access to the products on a 12-month basis.
* Assurances of high quality supply (stockpiles) of each test product.
* Assurances of the capability of quickly increasing production of the products on short 

notice.
* Assurances of high quality controls that meet the industrial minerals standards as set out to 

the targeted market sector.
* Proof of large consistent resources thereby the source is able to product products to meet all 

future market demands.
* The support of major and/or industry recognized and accepted major and/or medium 

distributors, wholesalers and/or manufactures.

When the above is meet and/or the customer is satisfied it can be met without any adverse effects to 
the customer and their potential customers the following additional qualities are required:

24.1 Outline of what makes good products:

24.1.1 High-end aggregates:
The aesthetic appearance, colour, texture and consistency,
The sizing within the industrial mineral market sectors specifications,
A clean product (washed and/or super washed),
No outside contaminates,
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- No internal contaminates within the rock,
- Meet the American Standards of Testing and Materials (ASTM) and/or standards as set out by 

the Sedimentary Geoscience and Geochemist Section and/or other standards as required for the 
related market sectors.

24.1.2 Highway aggregates:
- The Highway aggregates are required to meet these sectors standards, The Sedimentary 

Geoscience and Geochemist Section and/or ASTM. The product must meet the ware 'in place' 
i.e. an actual test asphalt paved road that is monitored by the MTO over the 10 years. 
For super paving aggregate the ratio of the three axis planes cannot exceed 3: l plus meet the 
Sedimentary Geoscience and Geochemist Section, as outlined by the MTO. Again an actual 
road test of the product in place in a MTO 400 series highway.



BELMONT ROSE GRANITE CORPORATION
Toronto Office

Chelsea Square, Suite 111, 7225 Woodbine Ave, Markham, Ontario L3R 1A3 

TEL: (905) 940-0700 (24hr line (905) 883-1653) FAX: (905) 940-0522

Belmont Rose Granite

Extensive tests on the physical properties of this granite have been preformed. The following are 

from the Government of Ontario records:

PHYSICAL:

Density (Ibs/ cu. ft.) 168.0

Water Absorption
48 hr immersion (9k by weight) 0.19

Abrasive Hardness Coeff. 77.0 

Bulk specific gravity 2.69

ASTM DATA:

MECHANICAL:

Modulus of Elasticity 
in Compression (psi)

Modulus of Elasticity 
in Flexure (psi)

8.98 x 106

4.0 x 106

Compressive strength (psi) 21,700 (MPa 149.7) 

Flexural strength (psi) 1,670

THERMAL:

Coeff of Expansion (in./in./oF) 
Conductivity (Btu in./sq. ft. hr op) 
Capacity (Btu./lb. oF)

2.48 x 10-6
4.55
0.187

l 

i 

I

1 

l

CHEMICAL ANALYSIS:

silica 61.
aluminum 19.3896

potassium 7.079c

sodium 4.9196

iron S.57%
calcium 1.7096
magnesium 1.4696
titanium G.77%
copper trace
manganese trace
zirconium trace

The results of the tests indicate that the physical properties of the granite exceed the 

standards of the American Society for Testing and Minerals (ASTM C615-68 pg 34)



BELMONT ROSE GRANITE CORPORATION
i' ; ' Toronto Office

Chelsea: Square, Suite 116A, 7225 Woodbind Ave, MARKHAM, Ont L3R 1A3
905 940 0700 FAX 905 940 0522

DECORATIVE, EXPOSED S AGGREGATE STONE

The following are test results from the Sedimentary Geoscience and Geochemist Section, Ontario Geological Survey, Sudbury, Ontario.
Test 1998 sample 1989 sample 1994 sample

Hot Mix, surface Treatment Si
Petrographic Number (HL) 122 127 109 (OPS S .Max "Requirement s 145)[MTO

Corrected "Granular, and 
16 mm 'Type ;' S/''
Petrographic Number (Gran) 100 . 102 100 ( ideal ̂ martix upper level 105) 
[MTO LS* 609 testing]'

Absorption Q.66% Q.60% Q.41% (OPSS Mkx Requirements 1%'j 
[MTO liS|604^testing]

iBulk Relative Density
(kg/m^i 2652 2645 . 2667 [MTO LM1604.,;testing]

Micro-Deval Adrasion, % loss 11.8 
(OPSS M^x|Requirements 15) 

-aggregate 13.1
13.9)  ' [MTO

Unconfined'Freeze-Thaw,

(OPSS"Six|Requirements 6) 
(control^aggregate 22.6

[MTO LS-*614^testing] 
Magnesiujn Sulphate Test . l% l%
L.A. Abrasion Test 38% 31%
Poliehed^Stone Value (PSV) 49 48 51 (OPSS;'Mini: Requirement s 50 j

Aggregate Abrasion Value
(AAV),'^r 4.7% e.2% 5.3 (OPSS, Max.; Requirement s 6.0)

In summary, Belmont Rose meets the Ontario Provincial Standard Specifications for Hot Mix-HL l, DFC, OFC and coarse aggregate.

.-.'f y 
s '^ v
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Reserves for Belmont North Property 
Area Cone 9, west 1/2 lot S all of lot 2

1
1
1
1
I
1
1
1
1
1
f
i
M
m
•mi

length width
1229.9 713.8
1207.2

1218.55 713.8

603.6 716.75

Total sq metres
average height above

sq. metres

869,801

432,630

1,302,431 1,302,431
15 below 30

water line water line
Total cu metres
MT/cu m is 2.69

above
total MT water

sub total MT

19,536,469 39,072,939
2.69 2.69

below
line 52,553,703| f 105,106,205 waterline

1 57, 659,308

Plus Area of east part lot 1 , cone 9

603.6 713.6

Total sq metres

430,729

430,729 430,729
average height above 15 30 

water line
Total cu metres

sub total MT

6,460,934 12,921,869
2.69 2.69

17,379,914 34,759,827

52,139,741

Grand total Cone 9, Lot 1&2 209,799,048 metric tons

4
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^"^1T* ,™ X"1 ^./ S: S. r C ̂ - IL S. rt
T6s r /-M /^j^^T

-772 A
Transportation Costs

——————————————————————— 7 ————————————— ̂  —
^et. -. T7.n /^/n C? 0 . 3e WO.K^ 4^9^ ^f;?//;/^

Food and Lodging Cost* f

tOdLi^
t '

a^? 4-~-f-tya C f -P/, Of?n -fd&cl fl-odc) f S'-c^i ^

CoetPerUntt 
of work

^ (total Value of Assessment Work

Total Coat

\S2c-i
Hot.
•*4 TS

X 6 OG

Ik ^^
p^i -^S/

S 4 '-5-5
i T y 0^
*2f, ^t!

7 0"-^,

4-^s

99/VS4
Calculations of Filing Discount*: *

\. Work fled wimin two years of perfbmitrK^ i* c.limed at 100^ of me above Total Value of Assessmem 
2. If work is f^ after two yware and up to frvo years after perforrnance.lt can wily be dalme^ 

Value of Assessment Work. If this situation applies to your dafms, use the calculation below:
TOTAL VALUE OF ASSESSMENT WORK x 0501 Total S value of worked claimed.

Note*
- work older than 5 years is not eligWe for credit
- A recorded holder may be required to verify expenditures claimed in this statemert of costs within 45 days of a request for verification and/or correction/clarification. If verification and/or correction/clarification is not made, the Minister may reject aU or part of the assessment work submitted.

Certification vertfyina coste:

l. J. . do hnraby ccrliiy, thai BM amoiinte rfmum mm, *t aMiratn ag may numnnflhly piK fcj iunnj ^*
be determined and the costs were incurred while sonducfing

Declaration of Work form as

OHt(Bi*t]

ent work on the lands Indicated on the accompanying

aW* l em authorized to make thla certification.

RECEIVED
FEB o 2 ::OD

GEOSCIENCE ASSESSMENT 
_____Of FICE

j lryt # ~/^ ^vL-^^g^-—^jj^, /.^-"^^A^. c/ /^l^r

TOTflL P.10



Ontario MMoyef 
NortTwrn D 
afldMnet

Statement of Costs 
for Assessment Credit

ToniacHon Number (oft* us*)

Panonrt Wonrttfon eoDeoeJ on thta form le obtained under tit a*orlt|r of sUaectian B (l) pf th* AnwcrrnM Work RtgUaftM 67B6L Under ncllon e of ttw Minto M, di* Information Is a public racord. Thte Information *a be ised to i*vl*w Si* atMttment work and comMpond wllh the mlnktg land hotter, auerfora about IN* cotocOon should be Ureaed to a Provincial Mining Re(wo•.l*tot^/ol^4ort^rtmDevekprnant•rKlWrlee, WrToor. Road. Sudbuy, Ontario, P3E 685.

WerkTyp*

fc&V f-HfT.,1

?rrtz i vA -;^ AV 7^ /(c
^

Unttsolwork
Dtpenolng on the type of wall. M (ha number of 
hours**' worked, maw. of drift*. Utome*** of 
Odd fin*, number of mnplM, vtc.

^.j&kw.
SbO he; x. , 2/T

Associated Costs (e.g. supplies, mobilization and demobilization).
•^ef^f * Carrot ^ c/-^ ~7C /k

Transportation Costs

720^0*0 "Zo^/k-M^ 'S"3^C* TC^c

Pood and Lodging Costs

fobJllceL0 - fCtD^ Slfc&^K'/c.
\

CoM Per Unit 
or won

Total Value of Assessmsnt Work

TolH Cost

/ST9^
S CO

"3 ^^

gS .

39^.

P c?^'i'

cCalculations of Filing Discounts:
1. Work Aed wHhin two years of performance is daimed at KXnfc of the above Total Value of Assessment Work.2. rf work is ffed after two years and up to five years after performance, it can only be daimed at 50tt of the Total Value or Assessment Work. If this srtuation applies to your daims, use the calculation below:

TOTAL VALUE OF ASSESSMENT WORK x 050' Total S value of worked daimed.
Note:
- work older than 5 years is not etigble for credit
- A recorded holder may be required to verify expenditure* claimed in this statemenl of costs within 45 days of a request for verification and/or corrtctioa'clarincatjon. If verification and/or wxrecttoiVdarfication Is not made, the Minister may reject al or part of the assessment work submitted.

CwtificaUoo verifying costs:

l. Crt * iNVl fr ^6^*^ - \-^'-^ do haraby P^tty

be determined and the costs were incurred white conducting

\-^'-

Dedaration of Work form as
pwantodhcldor, loir* v*

\- fHiS

ent work on the lands Indicated on the accompanying

*^l*n authorized to make this certification.

RECEIVED
FEB o 2 :rj

GEOSCIENCE ASSESSMENT 
__^ OfFlCE

^0^-^*^--~2't~~~^/
c** i j
oi /3~ SYo o

TDTfiL P.ia



Ontario Mlnhtry nl
Hortfia-n Dtrtlopmnl
mdMMt

Statement of Costs 
for Assessment Credit

IranKKdon Number (orfioo use)

(jJ 0040.0^00'*
paracraJ Monnaflon eollMed on thii (oim le obtalnnd urulm Hw authority of *ub**Jion 6 (1)iX Ilw Aswstmem Wort R*flUtl*Oii 6W8. Under t*cltoo Sol tfw 
Mining Ad. Hilt kllonratlan li a pubte tncnrd. Tlilc Information will bn used to ravtow (h* ***)SJmwrt work and convtoond wfth tt)* mining land haUar, 
Ouetllona about Una cotocHon should bo directed Ip t Provincial Mining Racordw, MnJshy of Northom DevdopniBnt and Mines, 3rt Floor. W3RamseyL*to 
Road. Sudbury, Ontario. P3E 695.

O 9- T

Work Typo

6a(Li.p -i- t\aj-J
f-fJMp* d/u -^ fd-V yfe Jt

l 1

UnrUofwWk
Dep*odlrtfl on lin typ* of wortt M th* numbar of 
DoursVay worked. mtMa oTdriina, Worrntnj* of 
Orkl fifw, nuiiibw of camptoc, vto.

^^T^AciC^ V&T*

Associated Costs (e.g. supplies, mobilization and demobilization).

^-cp-^r If^rfJcC^ ^.3 ̂ cd? /o^o

Transportation Costs

-f?^w 2^4 (sc^&jos* /to^
Food and Lodging Costs

fcozst f Lc dar JCW& S" 1^,12 //o^
i

Cent Par Unit 
of work

* * 
^ ^ Total Value of Assessment Work

Total Coat

"ASo

^5

-9* ;/

•ar ~z

'SJffi.iH

O ^

Calculatlora of Filing Discounts:

1. Work flod wMWn two years of performance is claimed at KMWfe of the above Total Value of Assessment Work.
2. IfwOfkhfledaftvtwoyaarsanduptofiveyBaraanerperformanw.Kc^wilybedalmedrt 

Value of A66*ssmonl Work. If this situation implies to your dalnu. uso the calculation below:

TOTAL VALUE OF ASSESSMENT WORK x 0.50" Total S value of worked claimed.
Note:
- Work older Bian 5 years is not eligible (or credit.
- A recorded holder may be requlrad to verify expenditures claimed In trite statement of costs within 45 days of a request for 
verification end/or correction/clarification. If verification and/or cofrectton/darificalion Is not made, the Minister may reject all 
or part of the assessment work submitted.

Certification verifying coste:
r j V t?'- - '^"'

Y f) l i? 1 l Jr."7 JMyuc l"rCf\cA f*~f ( /t-c
, do hereby certify, that the amounts shown are as accurate as may reasonably

be determined and the costs were incurred whilc conducting assessment work on the lands Indicated on the accompanying 

Declaration of Work form as SCi-HtwM- S& j^ 4gia /Wtf ft /Ato l am authorized to make ftla cartmcaHon.

RECEIVED
FEB 02:rj

SE08CIENCE ASSESSMENT TOTflL P. 10



Ontario Mlnhkyol
Normgm D*v*)opnwnt
md Mm*

Statement of Costs 
for Assessment Credit

TranwcSon Number (oftoe use)

Pereon* Information edtoaed on thii tarn l* obtllnnd unla ttn authority of subsoefan 8 (1) of the Anestment Wortt Ragutafon fi/98. Under section 8 of the 
Mining Act, thlt Information Is a public record. This Information wB bn und to review tie atttMrnent work and corretpond wfth trm mlnlno. land holder. 
Questions about IN* coBocOon should be drectad lo t Provincial Mining Recorder. MnJstty ol Northern Oevebpmant and Mnes, M Moor. 633 Ramsey Lake 
Road, Sudbury, Ontario. P3E 6D5.

CCA'H

Work Type

1*1 r X*"" * -J

OfJv-5 ft-PJ-k k-A --ra^ K/^tt
' 1

Unit* of work
Depending on the type of wok, M (he number of 
dounVUay wcfked, meMa of drlSng, Ubmelret of 
grid Cne, mirnbgr of urnphs, elo.

Q , 't jb^,

3f^' k a. (Z* 1C tt*

Associated Costs (e.g. supplies, mobilization and demobilization).

(U^i- /*rs?v*n#^ /r^r
'

Transportation Costs

(H(b C? r^fe-^'/C'/7̂

Food and Lodging Coste

4*00} Lct-Oa s /br^ c??rj^^ yf^e.
i

Cost Per linn
of wocx

Total Value of Assessment Work

Total Coat

5^4-

"7T^

'-^^

( Zjt-

^3

/C^^) Bj-S"

Calculations of Filing Discounts: 

1 - Work fled within two years of performance is claimed at 100* of the above Total Value of Assessment Work. 

Van* of Assessment Work. If this situation opplfes to your claims, use the calculation betow:

TOTAL VALUE OF ASSESSMENT WORK Total S value of worked dalmed.
Note:
- Work oldar than 6 yoars is not eligible for credit
- A recorded holder may be required lo verify expenditures dabned In tfiis statement of costs within 45 days of a request for 
verification end/or correction/clarification. If verification and/or correcoon/darffication Is not made, the Minister may reject all 
or part of the assessment work submitted.

, do hereby certify, (hat the amounts shown are as accurate as may reasonably 
be determined and the cost* were incurred while corjductina assessment work on the lands Indicated on ttie accompanying

Declaration of Work form as fefa-M fv.or Vat: P
(rcnfetf hMor. ag&t. , m authorized to make this certification.

"RECEIVED
FEE 02 ""-]

, —w*. w

fiEOSC^NCF ASSESSMENT 
. OfFICE TOTfiL P.10



Ministry of Ministers du
Northern Development DeVeloppement du Nord
and Mines et des Mines Ontario

Geoscience Assessment Office 
933 Ramsey Lake Road

May 1, 2000 6th Floor
Sudbury, Ontario

Carole Proud P3E 6B5
BELMONT ROSE HOLDINGS INC.
SUITE 116A, Telephone: (888)415-9845
7225 WOODBINE AVE Fax: (877) 670-1555
MARKHAM, ONTARIO
L3R-1 A3 Visit our website at:

www.gov.on.ca/MNDM/MINES/LANDS/mlsmnpge.htm

Dear Sir or Madam: Submission Number: 2.20119

Status 
Subject: Transaction Number(s): W0090.00007 Approval

We have reviewed your Assessment Work submission with the above noted Transaction Number(s). The 
attached summary page(s) indicate the results of the review. WE RECOMMEND YOU READ THIS 
SUMMARY FOR THE DETAILS PERTAINING TO YOUR ASSESSMENT WORK.

If the status for a transaction is a 45 Day Notice, the summary will outline the reasons for the notice, and any 
steps you can take to remedy deficiencies. The 90-day deemed approval provision, subsection 6(7) of the 
Assessment Work Regulation, will no longer be in effect for assessment work which has received a 45 Day 
Notice. Allowable changes to your credit distribution can be made by contacting the Geoscience Assessment 
Office within this 45 Day period, otherwise assessment credit will be cut back and distributed as outlined in 
Section #6 of the Declaration of Assessment work form.

Please note any revisions must be submitted in DUPLICATE to the Geoscience Assessment Office, by the' 
response date on the summary.

If you have any questions regarding this correspondence, please contact BRUCE GATES by e-mail at 
bruce.gates@ndm.gov.on.ea or by telephone at (705) 670-5856.

Yours sincerely,

ORIGINAL SIGNED BY
Blair Kite
Supervisor, Geoscience Assessment Office
Mining Lands Section

Correspondence ID: 14819 

Copy for: Assessment Library



Work Report Assessment Results

Submission Number: 2.20119

Date Correspondence Sent: May 01, 2000________________________Assessor: BRUCE GATES^^^^^^^

Transaction First Claim
Number Number Township(s) l Area(s) Status Approval Date

W0090.00007 9000013 METHUEN, BELMONT Approval April 28,2000

Section:
18 Other INDUS

Correspondence to: Recorded Holder(s) and/or Agent(s):
Resident Geologist Carole Proud
Tweed, ON BELMONT ROSE HOLDINGS INC.

MARKHAM, ONTARIO 
Assessment Files Library 
Sudbury, ON

Page: 1
Correspondence ID: 14819
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TOWNSHIP BELMONT

REFERENCES
•^•^^^^•^^^^^^•ii i "^"•—— i * ^^^^•^IHPPI

AREAS. WITHDRAWN FROM atSPQSITION

W.H.O. - MINING R IGHTS ON^V 

S P.O. -SURFACE mGHTS ONLV 

M.-t i, - MIN^Nd AMD SU fl F ACE P IGHTS 
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THE INFORMATION fHAT
AppCAfls ON rms MAP
HAS SEEN COMPILED 
FROM VAWOUG SOURCES, 
AND ACCURACY IS NOT 
GUARANTEED. THOSE 
WISHING TO STAKE MIM 
ING CLAIMS SHOULD CON 
SULT 1MTH THE MINING 
RECORDER, MINISTRY Of 
NORTHERN DEVELOP 
MENT AND MINfeo, KW AD 
DITIONAL INFORMATION 
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LANDS SHOWN
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TOWNSHIP

METHUEN
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SOUTHERN ONTARIO
LAUD TITLES/ REGISTRY DIVISION

PETERBOROUGH

Ministry of
Matura)
Resources

Ministry of
Northern Development
and Mines

Ontario

5 * 1 * FEBRUARY, Vuntiir
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